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Speech understanding systems (SUS's) came of age in late 1071 as a result of a five year devel-
opment. programme instigated by the Information Processing Technology Office of the Advanced 
Research Projects Agency (ARPA) of the Department of Defense in the United States. The aim 
of the progranune was to research and tlevelop practical man-machine conuuunication system s. It 
has been argued since, t hat. t he main contribution of this project was not in the development of 
speech science, but in the development of artificial intelligence. That debate is beyond the scope 
of th.is paper, though no one would question the fact. that the field to benefit most within artificial 
intelligence as a result of this progranune is natural language understan ding. More recent projects 
of a similar nature, such as projects in the Unite<l Kiug<lom's ALVEY programme and Ew·ope's 
ESPRIT programme have added further developments to this important field. 
Th.is paper presents a review of some of the natural language processing techniques used within 
speech understanding syst:ems. In particular . t.ecl.miq11es for handling syntactic, semantic and 
pragmatic informat.ion are ,Uscussed. They are integrated into SUS's as knowledge sources . 
The most conunon application of these systems is to provide an interface to a database. The 
system has t.o perform a dialogue with a nser who is generally unknown to t.he system. Typi-
cal examples are train and aeroplane timetable enquiry systems. travel management systems and 
docmnent retrieval systems. 
Introduction 
Typical a.rchit.ect.ures fo r SUS's are given in figure 1. 
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F igure 1. Architectures of speech understanding systems 
Whatever t he architecture a SUS comprises a number of components or knowledge sources which 
interact in some way. Some systems have cornponents not. included in the figure and others sep.-\rate 
off components, for example in fig. le where vocabulary, grammar and parser are separate entities 
(they are represented as one entity, na.mely syntax i11 Ilg.la and fig .lb). The components in the 
diagram above have been chosen as they are of relevance to this paper. Fig. la represents the 
simplest form of interaction where communication is only possible between adjacent components. 
This model is totally data driven and is straightforward to control. In fig .lb conununication is 
performed via a blackboard. Each component may take items off and put i tems onto the blackboard. 
Information as to a possible interpretation of an utterance is built up in the form of a database 
of knowledge from the various sources surrounding the blackboard. The control of searching this 
accwnulated knowledge base is a major problem with this particular archit.ecture, but even so, it 
has been used successfnlly in a SUS [Erman and Lesser, 1980] The architecture of fig. le is a hybrid 
of these two and is more typical of SUS in general (it is a version of a SUS developed by AT&T 
[Levinson, 1985]). 
Recognition Component 
The SUS 's discussed in this paper are all recognisers of continuous (connected) speech by persons 
known or unknown to the system. The contjnuous aspect of the speech forces the recognition 
component to perform a segmenhtion of the unknown utterance into smaller units ( speech tokens) 
such as whole words, syllables or even smaller phonet ically clefined units (phonemes) prior to 
actual recognition [Vaissiere: 1085]. The choice of speech token on which to base recognition has 
a large impact on the processing required within the system. H t.okens smaller than whole words 
are chosen then a process is needed which encodes the way such tokens combine to form words. 
T.t is frequently the case that systems generate a 'phonetic lattice' which is passed on from the 
recognition component to a lexical analysis component (another knowledge source). 
The recognition of speech tokens can be performed in a variety of ways. The most popular 
methods are template matching using dynamic progra1mning ( often referred to as Dynamic Time 
Warping (DTW) !Bridle and Brown, 1979]) and a statistical approach using Hidden fvla.rkov Models 
(HMM's) [Levinson et al, 1983]. Both methods operate in one of two modes, a training mode and 
a recognition mode. The speech tokens a re 'created' by extensive training using speakers from a 
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wide variety of populations to achieve storage of speech patterns corresponding to as general a 
spP.akP.r as possible. The t.okens are stored using a parameterisation of the speech which maximises 
the acoustic content and minimises the amour1t of data needed to represent the token. Once 
training is complete the recognition cornponent is switched to recognition mode where it performs 
segmentation and pattern association on sentences uttered by a (usually) unknown speaker. 
The choice of speech token will determine the vocabulary size of t:he system. T he systems have 
to store their 'knowledge of sounds' somewhere in memory. Speech data is extremely expensive in 
terms of computer storage even after its essential features are extracted ( the process of parameter-
isation). If whole words are chosen as tokens and the system is expected to respond in real time 
then the system must he limited in vocabulary size (1000 words is average). If phonemes are chosen 
then, in English for example, only about 70 tokens need to he stored. The necessary theories of how 
phonemes combine in different contexts and how they change with different stresses placed on them, 
can be addecl in cheaper (storage wise) software. The phonemes can then be linked to a phonetic 
dictionary containing possibly thousands of entries, enough to cover very general conversations. 
Current:ly, however, recognit.ion accuracy for whole wor<ls is considerably better than recognition 
accuracy for any sub-division of whole words (Lea, 1980]. Research has tended to focus on word sub-
divisions for their obvious storage advantages and less restrictive applications. If the application 
is small enough , however , real time systems can b e bnil t. to perform useful l:asks employing whole 
word tokens. Most commercial recognisers fall into this category. 
Recognition need not he a stand alone process within a SUS. It is often assisted by other 
components. These influences are often tied to the natural language aspects of the system. In terms 
of natural language processing most work has centred on the syntactic, semantic and pragmatic 
components. These will be discussed in hun. 
Syntax Com ponen t 
Given a. problem clomn.in for a SUS snch as a train timetable inquiry system then the syntax 
component needs to work with a dictionary and a granunar for that domain. One approach to 
the problem of establishing a grammar and dictionary is to record (over the telephone) inquiries 
made to an information desk. The activity of the person at t.he desk is, after all, what the system 
is trying to model. The words and grammar used in the converstaions can then be transcribed 
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into syntax rules (lexical and grammar rules). Experiments of this nature have been conducted 
to indude simnlated inquiries where the inq11irer believes they are speaking to a com1rnter ( a. 
voice synthesiser is enough to fool most people). The results are encouraging for SU S's. When 
addressing computer simulations people tend t.o speak more grammatically than when addressing 
a fellow human. 
This empirfral approach generates more explicit syntax rules than those used for general syn-
tactic processing. For example, in the train timetable domain a popular request is : 
User : I want to go to London 
This particular example (in a text understanding system, for example) might require the deter-
1uination of the subject, auxiliary, main verb, object etc . of the sentence. Further the example 
involves the notion of an embedded sentence whose subjert noun phrase is the same as the sub-
ject notut phrase of the overall sentence, i.e. 'I' cloes hot.h the wantii1g and the going. To handle 
this properly, transformational rules, such as a rnle for subject noun phrase deletion, and one for 
ensuring that the tense of the embedded sentence comes to the surface as an infinitive phrase, are 
required. Thus, the sentence must be analysed for both i ts <leep and surface structure. The syntax 
tree produced hy such analysis is inclicat.ed in figure 2. 
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Figure 2 - Syntax tree for I wa.nt to go tn London 
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In a SUS this type of sentence is more likely to be determined by using a context-free grammar 
such as : 
query = request togo where 
request = I want I I would like I I wish 
togo = to go 
where = toplace I fromplace 
toplace to someplace 
fromplace from someplace 
someplace = LONDON I CAMBRIDGE I MANCHESTER ... 
to TO I TOO I TUH ... 
These syntax rules are written in a Backus Normal Form where the symbol I indicates options for 
the rule on the left hand side. Notice that the terminal symbols ( uppercase letters) occuring in 
the lexical rules may take a number of alternative forms. The example above assumes a whole 
word recognition component is being used. The different rewrite forms for the syntactic category 
to reflect the possible pronunciations that can he recognised by the system. These lexical rules 
define a semcm.tic templa.te gramma.r. The meaning of the word usecl as a recognition template is 
int.rinsic. The templates are said to define meaningful categories and, therefore, require no further 
semantic analysis. 
It is generally sufficient. with.in a SUS to use a context free granunn.r. Context sensitivity 
issues can then be resolved using syntactic restrict ions, for example checking for plural agreement 
and tense agreement for verbs . For efficiency reasons this method is preferred over using a context 
sensitive granunar from the onset . Moreover. these restrictions can be wave<.l in favour of recognising 
the intention of an utterance rather than worrying about the correct use of tense and plurals. 
As with the soft.ware life cycle of an expert. system, syntax rules are subject to an ongoing test 
and modify cycle. If the rules arf' insuffi<'ient to capf11r" riv' l ikf'l_y 11ttPrances al' a particular stage 
in a cUalogue then they are updated and new rules (and possibly new words to be recognised) are 
added. Much of this syntax analysis .is hand cr,1.ft.ecl t. ltough techniques have been developed to 
assist the process rGoodman, 1976]. 
The role of a syntax component is to check that. an ntt.erance fits its syntax rules. If it does, 
then a suitable representation of that utterance ( parse tree) is passed on for further analysis. If 
no complete sentence may be formed then a partial r epresentation (sub- t ree) containing the most 
prom.ising words may be passed on. 
Some systems use their syntax components for other purposes than genera.ting parse trees. 
They can be used, for example, jn close association with t he recognition component to predirt. likely 
follower words [Wolf and Woods, 1980]. They cnn also be used to build up semantic representations 
while pa.rsjng using ATN's [Woods, 1985]. 
Semantic Component 
The arguments over the roles of syntax and semantics in natural language processing are not 
as contentious in SUS's ma.inly due to their suhordinaLe position with respect to the recognition 
component. In the ARPA project, the semantic components were either completely separate from 
the syntax components, or I.hey were combined with the syntax rules into one large network. In 
both approaches each syntax rule was associated with one or more semantic rule( s ). 1VIore recent 
systems [Young et al, 1989 and Levinson. l!J85] (for an example of a typical SUS dialogue see 
[Levinson, 1985, pp 269]) perform semantic analysis through a dialogue system. 
To a large extent the meaning of words and sentences with.in a. SUS is defined a priori, certainly 
in the case of semantic template grammars. The intention behind many of the requests in a SUS do 
not require large scale analysis. Consequently. the meaning of individual words or groups of words 
a.re not normally modelled as they rn..ight be in a text understanding system. As wit.h the syntax 
component, a 1rnJjor objective of a SUS is to obtain real time performance, and so efficiency has 
tende<l to clom.inat.e over forming semantic interpretations of syntax trees . Interleaving semantic 
processing with syntax analysis has, however , been achieved in a SUS [Wolf and Woods, 1980] with 
the system operating at not quite real time. The genernl a.pproach is to separate the processes and 
perform rn..inimal analysis. 
Semantic processing is needed to reject syntactically valid yet meaningless sentences ( since most 
systems generate a nuruber of alternative words. pluases and sentences these are likely to occur), 
for example. "the 30th of February" and " to London frnm London". In the context of an ongoing 
dia.logue, the semant ic component is essential in deciding what. meaning is int.ended in exchanges 
with the user. For example, the intention in the request. for "all trains to Cambridge" is substantially 
<Ufferent from that of "a train to Cambridge''. The s_v~t.ern has to respond appropriately, in the 
first case with a list of trains, in t.he second with a further quest.ion such as "In the morning or 
a.ft.ernoon ?" It is worth noting that syntax analysis does not. help the dialogue progress effectively 
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in any of these examples. 
The information received hy the semantic process is unreliable. A users intended course of 
action can as a result be difficult to obtain, consicler the following exchange : 
User 
System 
User 
I want to go to Lincoln 
So you want to go to London 
No 
No meaning can be obtained here due to mis-recognition of the place name. To resolve the problem 
it may be necessary to repeat the earlier destination request or to run through the list of alternative 
place narnes recognised by the system. The semantic process must indicate that a problem has 
occurred ancl must direct the conver::;ation to resolve the problem. 
Semantic processes C<tn be implemented using production rules to check for inconsistencies, for 
example: 
IF Rule is where THEN to-place<> from-place 
IF Xis a date AND a field of Xis February THEN that field must be 
a number in the range 1 to 29 . 
IF Request is morning AND Current Time> 12 THEN something is wrong 
'When "something is wrong:' the system must take some action . If this fails to produce accept.able 
results then a graceful degradation is required. The system must report that the user 's intention 
is not clear and must try again ( using some pre-defined strategy) to resolve the misunderstanding. 
Production rules are not the only way of implementing semantic analysis . Another method, 
adopted in [Young et al, 1989J and [Levinson, 1985] is to use a frame language. For example, in the 
experimental language UFL a where frame may be defined to request the source and destination 
information and then check its cons is tency 
FRAME place : enwn 
(London, Manchester, Cambridge, ... ) 
FRAME where 
(ako standard, 
* goingto place, 
* goingfrom: place, 
( check : required(goingto <> goingfrom), 
if-inconsistent : proc 
(output('You cannot travel on the spot, please try again'), 
-where.destroy 
) ' ) 
if..needed ask 
) 
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Exact detaJ!s of this can be found in [Young and Proctor, 1986]. This example is not complete but 
serves a.s an illustrat:ion of the general principlPs. Broa.<lly then, when this frame is instantiated 
the if-needed slot is executed and the user is asked wh<:re they want t:o travel to and from. A value 
frame will be returned, ( in general this will be a parse t.ree from the syntax component) for example 
(London, London). The values of this frame wiJI be written into the goingto and goingfrorn slots, 
and the ch.eel.: function will be executed. If the Boole<1.n value of the requ.ired frame is false ( as in 
this case) the if_inconsistent slot will be executed. A message is output to the user, the instance of 
this where frame is destroyed and the if_n eeded procedure is called to try to solve the inconsistency. 
The strategy for doing this can be encoded in the as/..: frame of the system. 
Frame languages provide facilities for controlling semantic processing and dialogue flow. Notice 
in the a.hove example that since the frame system is controlling t.he flow of questions to the user, i t 
assum.es that the user's replies conform t.o the syntax ruJes of the system. By having control of the 
dialogue the inunediate context of the conversation ( the synta.x rule where in the above example) is 
known to the fra.me system and may he passe<l to the recognit ion component to improve recognition 
accuracy. In the case of m.isunderstanclings t:he frame system can decide to enter a 'yes or no ' mode 
of operation, as in : 
System 
User 
System 
User 
Do you want to go from London (please answer yes or no) 
Yes 
Where are you travelling to? 
Lincoln 
The frame structure also provides an elegant framework for storing the general context of a dialogue. 
This is the subject of the next section. 
Pragmatic Component 
In a conversation bet.ween two individuals information is provided and stored by both parties. 
Replies to questions can contain assumptions of the problem domain, and may serve to restrict 
fo ture con versa ti on. 
Assumptions made in a conversation reduce the need to repeat information. For example, in 
the train timetable rlomain the system mus t. be able l:o cope with the following types oJ request : 
User When is the next one? 
User Does it stop at Cambridge? 
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This type of referencing using it and n e:i;t is known as anaphoric reference. Any system which 
engRges in a rneaningf11l <lialogue wit.h a 11sf'r must be able to understand anaphoric references. 
The context of the conversation must, therefore, rest somewhere in the system. 
Forward references can constrain the context of future dialogue exchanges and database searches, 
examples of these are : 
User I want to travel in the morning 
User I want to get there quickly 
Contextual infonna.tion then, may be speciJic, back referencing or forward referencing. As notecl 
above, specific context a.ids recognition performance and guides conversational flow . It is vital, for 
example, for a system to gain control of the conversation from the start: 
System : Good morning, where do you want to go to 7 
is better in this respect than: 
System: Good morning, can I help you? 
The opening question serves two purposes. Pirstly, the question invites an 'Eliza' type [Weizen-
baum, 1966] response where the words in the quest.ion are used in the reply : 
User I want to go to London 
Secondly, the context of the expected reply can be assumed to be that of the rule ' query ' . The 
recognition component. can expand (into a network) all the terminal symbols associated with the 
right hand side of the query rule and await a suitable response. 
Frame based approaches to dialogues in.vol ve the concept of an inheritance hierarchy (in the 
UFL example of the previous section this is ach ieved through the ako ( a kind of) slot). Frames can 
contain other ( suh )frames. and they may con tain an instance of t.heir own frame. Tlds structure 
forms an hierarchy into which values may lw pla.n)d in an ongoing dialogue. The hierarchy is an 
environment for the global context. of a convP.rsa.t.ion. and may be viewed as a large clat.a struct ure. 
Operations can be applied to this data. structure t o re!'iolve anaphoric reference. The development 
of the hierarchy can be constrained by exchanges which have a liru.i ting effect: on future discourse, 
as in the example above. 
Pragmat.ic information may be implemented in production rules, finite st.ate networks (including 
ATN,s ) and data.bases as well as frame languages. Ea.ch approach attempts to build a model of 
what the user un<lerst.ancls, believes to be true ancl assmncs. In a production rule system, the 
mo<lP.] is const.rnrtecl from rules of the form : 
IF Reply=> speaker holds P true AND it is known 
that Pis false THEN something is wrong with Reply 
IF Reply = No AND PreviousJleply = Yes THEN abort Question 
Databases a re use<l t.o store asserted and inferred knowledge gained from the speaker in the 
course of the dialogue. This approach closely resemb les that used in the development of user 
interfaces for knowledge based systems. 
In a net:work approach, the states of the network represent possible stages of a dialogue [Hayes-
Roth et al, 19,7}. The finite-st.ate network which models the dialogue is updated after successive 
exchanges with the user. 
Conclusio n 
Natural language processing in SUS's has been largely subject to the 'empirical' approaches 
which have been the hallmark of many knowledge based and expert systems. The focus of research 
in natural language processing in th is area has been in the support (by syntactic, semantic and 
pragmat ic components) of the recognition component of the system. The roles played by such 
components in hw11an speech comprehension is stiU unJrnown. Research in fundamental concepts 
of speech product.ion :md perception [Marslen-Wilson. 1085] (experimental psycholinguistics) con-
tinues to provide a major focus for futnrc work in this n.rea. 
One of t:he rnai11 contrihutions made h.v the ARPA, ALVEY and ESPRIT projects has been 
the 'bringing together' of resea.rches from various disciplines (phoneticians, linguists, engineers, 
computer scientists, etc. ) to work alongside each other developing systems. A multi-disciplinary 
approach is the only way to provide a firm basis for developing more reliable systems for the futu re. 
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